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Press release –5 pages 
 
 

Divine Inspiration 
 

JOI-Design creates a spirited sanctuary at a 13th century pilgrimage site 
 

 

 
(London – 23 November 2016) JOI-Design has completed the refurbishment of a 13-bedroom annex 

to the Altenberger Hof, a bijou boutique hotel looking onto the 13th century Altenberg Cathedral and the 

verdant meadows and forests of Bergisches Land in central Germany. With a fresh modern concept 

inspired by the cathedral’s hallowed architecture and the lush natural surrounds, the accommodation is 

now filled with the comforts required for a contemplative retreat for work and leisure. 

 
Like the nearby cathedral, the hotel’s primary structure is centuries old. First used by Cistercian monks 

in ancient times, it then became an inn for religious pilgrims and today continues to welcome guests of 

both a spiritual and secular nature. 
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The designers have imagined a neutral concept with a restrained palette as befits the austere beauty of 

the historical stone exteriors; for example, bespoke carpeting throughout the hotel alludes to the 

flagstone floors at the neighbouring cathedral. With calming shades of white mixed with warm, earthy 

tones and judicious splashes of orange and red, the interiors rely on diverse materials, patterns and 

textures to build haptic and visual intrigue. Artwork and accessories offer a counterbalance to the 

understated elegance through playful touches which instil a sense of wellbeing in the peaceful, 

homelike environment. 
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Entrance hall, living & dining space 

Upon entering the building, guests arrive in a light, open-plan room with a welcoming living area to the 

left and informal dining / meeting space on the opposite side. Cosy furniture placed around an open 

fireplace becomes an invitation to enjoy a relaxing moment with a glass of wine or a book borrowed 

from the in-house library. A communal table made from a dark stained timber has been fashioned to 

look like an old farmhouse door complete with keyhole and hinges, suggesting a bridge between 

ancient and modern times. Contemporary seating has been upholstered in taupe leather and fabric as 

copper wire-frame pendant lights infuse the space with warmth and pale grey paintwork enhances the 

cocooning ambience. Eye-catching, nature-themed accents bring the outside indoors and add a light-

hearted mood in the space.  

  

         

 
Conference room & lounge 

The expansive meeting room has been designed with a semi-transparent curtain that enables the area 

to be used for two functions. One half is a formal meeting space with a long table and chairs that can 

be flexibly arranged to accommodate different size groups. Flanking the table are Vitra chairs specified 

in three colours, including the vivid orange seen elsewhere in the interiors, while two silvery velvet 

lounge chairs are suited for a tête à tête. In the break-out area at the other end of the room, stylish, 

modern seating with plentiful loose cushions creates a casual vibe where guests can relax with 

refreshments from the built-in chill cabinets.  
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Bedrooms 

As with the public spaces, guest bedrooms are deliberately simple and elegant, with contrasting neutral 

shades in quality finishes and fabrics. Modern bathrooms are equipped with generous showers; glossy 

dark grey tiles and screens made from smoked glass contrast with lighter-toned surfaces and vanity 

tops. Bedside lights and wall hooks formed from orange glass cast a warm, lively glow.  

 

     

All photography to be credited to Simone Ahlers for JOI-Design 

 
About JOI-Design  
Creating refined and luxurious hospitality design has been JOI-Design’s labour of love since 1984. As a 
leading European interior architecture studio, our skilled team partners with highly accomplished and 
creative interior designers, architects, graphic designers, engineers and artists to bring remarkable 
hotel projects, sensational restaurants and gorgeous spa facilities to life. 

Based in Hamburg, we bring boundless enthusiasm, devotion to detail, and decades of experience to 
interior designs for high-end, privately owned and independently operated boutique hotels as well as 
projects for branded luxury hotel groups. Working with top manufacturers, our internationally 
experienced team has also successfully ventured into the design of furniture, lighting, carpeting and 
wallpaper via our recently launched division, Products by JOI-Design.  

We translate emotions into outstanding world-class designs. Our unique works of hotel couture are 
defined by their exclusivity, luxury, and sophistication. At JOI-Design we create interiors that guests 
won't want to leave - hospitality experiences they will return to again and again. 

 

Current/recent projects include: Mercedes-Benz Living @ Fraser, London; Reichshof Hamburg, Curio 
Collection by Hilton; Le Méridien Hamburg; Steigenberger Grandhotel Belvédère, Davos, Switzerland; 
JW Marriott Cannes and the AC Hotel Ambassadeur Antibes, France; WOHNIDEE Suites at the 
Radisson Blu Cologne; Capri by Fraser, Frankfurt; Mercedes-Benz Arena Berlin VIP Lounge; Hapimag 
Resort, Hamburg; Kempinski Health Resort, St. Andreasberg, Germany; Hilton Munich Airport, 
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Germany; Hyatt Place Zurich Airport: The Circle, Switzerland; Hilton Frankfurt Airport at THE 
SQUAIRE; Le Clervaux Boutique & Design Hotel, Clerf, Luxembourg; Hotel-Kompetenz-Zentrum, 
Oberschleißheim, Germany; Steigenberger Gstaad, Switzerland; Sheraton Ismailli, Azerbaijan; Lindner 
Resort Mallorca, Spain; Dom Hotel, Cologne; Steigenberger Grandhotel & Spa Heringsdorf, Germany; 
PwC Tower 185, Frankfurt. www.JOI-Design.com 

 
For more information about this release and high resolution images, please contact:  
Su Pecha / Alicia Sheber - ESP Business Development  
+44 (0)208 374 6320 / 4476  
asheber@espbusinessdevelopment.com 
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